solidarity in peacetime years. Nevertheless, they fought an uphill battle, as a view of the barbaric Mexico remained firmly entrenched in the international collective imaginary.
This chapter presents a dual-pronged narrative of the Mexican Boy Scouts at home and abroad. It first explores the emergence of a highly modern, Western-oriented organization -the Boy Scouts -at a curious moment in Mexico's history: the nexus of a centralized cultural nationalist project. The exercise of 'confronting the national state at its high point', in this case, reveals broader transnational influences that came to bear upon the construction of citizenship practice among a subset of the nation's youth.
2
That the Boy Scouts garnered such enthusiasm among its members and supporters at a time when most officially recognized cultural referents were local may surprise historians bent on privileging a nation-centered narrative. By the early 1920s, revolutionary officials in Mexico City sought to permanently define -for Mexicans and outsiders alike -the parameters of the nation, down to the details of such personal preferences as music, dance, and dress styles. A transnational approach allows us to understand that these national cultural imaginations were always informed by, adapted from, and engaging with other actors, intellectuals, trends, and cultures from around the world, despite the prevailing 'self-narrative of autonomous production' promoted by the nation-state.
3 This approach allows us to see the phenomenon of the Mexican Boy Scouts as a process in which national identity becomes a 'contingent concept' -an identity option, adopted or discarded at the whim of the young themselves. 4 Second, concurrent with and contradictory to the rise of a modern Boy Scout subculture in Mexico, this chapter demonstrates the persistence of a barbaric caricature of Mexico in American popular youth culture. Even as Mexico underwent radical restructuring to modernize following its decadelong revolution, American popular youth literature -including the Junior Red Cross News, Boy Scout publications, and short adventure novels -persisted in their portrayal of a rural, Aztec Mexico. Meanwhile, comparable Mexican youth publications -Tihui, El Scout, and the t Manual del Explorador -reinr forced the ways that membership in extracurricular organizations heralded the emergence of a modern nation based on the healthy, active, moral bodies of its youth. The tension between these two visions of Mexico form the core of this chapter, and the Mexican youth are the protagonists, situated at the crossroads between their experiences growing up in a modernizing nation, and the rest of the world's old-fashioned vision of Mexicans as a static people.
Taking the perspective of the young, we begin to see frustrations emerge as Mexico attempts to insert itself on par with modern nations through its Boy Scout ambassadors. On the one hand, youthful participants in Scout culture saw themselves as members of a 'transnational zone', to borrow a concept from Aihwa Ong: a modern pan-youth identity that transcended
